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評審意見
編號 作品名稱

1

Asha

Different

2

講評一

講評二

講評三

I enjoyed reading the way the teacher solveed
A very nice book in 整體語言表達
the conflict. There were, however, a few
佳，圖文搭配富童
terms of its layout
grammatical mistakes. I was also impressed
趣。
and topic.
with the quality of the illustration!
I think it is
interesting, but

some of the issues
Culture in
could be explored
Taiwan
further and dealt
with more care.

角色可愛、配樂得

Your imagination made this story come to life. I

loved reading about the satisfying ending of the
宜。故事邏輯稍
story. There were, however, a few grammatical
弱。
mistakes.

I like the drawing.

3

The message
conveyed in the
The Sorrow book is clear. I also
You did a nice job surprising me as your reader.
主題適切，美編設
of a Young like how it points out
The story was very focused and clear. But there
計稍弱。
Aborigine striking the balance
are occasional mistakes when it came to tenses.
between old
traditions and new
concepts.

4

The issue is a bit too
I thought the end of your story was the perfect
Marvelous
general. It would be
fit. It fit really well with the rest of the story and
主題適切，不宜以
Greeting
great if some
was a satisfying conclusion. But when I was
相片創作繪本。
Makes a
specific examples
reading your story, I wished that there were
Good Job
were given.
more interesting twists to it.

5

Nice drawing. I like
the suspension at the
You did a fantastic job with the amazing
end of the story. It
故事流暢，美術設 illustrations. Your details kept my attention and
Struggle for
makes you think.
計優。
Art Dream
the plot moved along nicely, but I thought the
The issue of
story ended somehow abruptly.
multiculturalism can
be further developed.

6

7

8

A lovely story that
The Civet points out cultural
Cat Brother differences in an
interesting way.

生動活潑，少數幾

頁不宜以漫畫創
to see what happened next! I could tell you put
作電子繪本。
a lot of thought into this story.

I like the fact that the
story has these
hidden, symbolic
meanings. But many
角色設計富巧
The Little things shown in the
思，故事主軸鮮
Black Bear pictures are not
明。
mentioned in the
text. Therefore, the
stoy is a bit too fast
and too general.

Finding
Roots

I enjoyed the way your characters matured and
developed as the story unfolded. I couldn't wait

The beginning of your story really hooked me. I
couldn't wait to see what would happen. The
way you transitioned between events was
seamless. The way you told the story was also
really clever.

A carefully designed
Your choice of setting is really original, and sets
story with nice
your characters up for some interesting
pictures. It would be
experiences. The details you chose really
great if you
enhanced your story. I also like the way the
mentioned that they 故事流暢，有些頁
characters had unique voices. You didn't make
面文字稍多。
are a
them all talk the same way. The writing was
Taiwanese-American
sophisticated and the theme of cross-culture
family at the
experiences was well-developed and though
beginning of the
provoking.
story.

9

I like the transition
in the story. It would
The story was compelling. The twist of the story
The Journey
be great if American 語言表達佳，版面 of the surprising DNA test result was very
of Self
culture and Japanese 設計宜一致。
gripping. I couldn’t wait to see what you'd write
Exploration
culture are compared
next!
in the drawing.

10

I like the design of
the book. But I think
The Beads it would be great if
輕快活潑、手繪風 Your creative ideas were fun for me to read. But
of
the relation between
格獨特。
the plot was somehow predictable.
Friendship Amis and glass
beads were stated
more clearly.

I'm very very
impressed by the
drawing and the

11

This is a gentle, touching, and sorrowful story
emtions shown
抒情創作風格獨 that gripped me. Your writing voice helped
From Soul through your words.
特，文字使用的正 create emotional connection with your readers.
in Taipei You blend the two
確性可再加強。 There were, however, occasional spelling and
issues together
grammatical mistakes.
perfectly. It's a book
suitable for readers
of all ages.
I think you have a

very different
Six Types of
definition of
12
College
multicultualism,
Students
which is very
interesting.

Some of the details
We Are The
13
could be more
World
specific.

細膩描繪大學生 The writing was engaging and lively. Your
的類型，饒富趣 explanations were organized, logical, and yet
味。不宜以相片創 entertaining. You did a great job making these
作電子繪本。
characters come to life!

以食物說明文化 The story was interesting and informative. It
差異具說服力，宜 was an original idea to talk about different
增加封頁的美編 cuisines. But the way the story was presented
設計。

didn't really capture the readers' attention.

Both the story and
Mr. Bean's the drawing are very 故事情節幽默，有 The story had a good structure. But it was not
14
Global
interesting. I smiled 些畫面的美編可 particularly gripping. The writing in this story
Cuisine Tour all the way while I 再加強。
was relaxed and natural.
read the book.

15

Peter and
Chick

A cute story

I enjoyed reading through the book looking at
富教育寓意、繪圖 its beautiful illustrations. It might help the
技巧佳。不宜以漫 readers to follow your sotry better if you go in
畫創作電子繪本。more details to explain why the child decided to
change his behavior.

A Journey
I appreciate the
Through the
drawing, so I think it
Architectural
would be great if the
Beauties of
16
drawings were the
Church
major part of the
Buildings in
book, with fewer
Different
sentences.
Countries

內容豐富，應補一
Your descriptive words made me feel like I was
段結語。另，p.7 的
visiting these amazing churches and cathedrals.
Haiga Sofia 應該
You did a fantastic job using big words without
是在 Istanbul，而
making them sound unnatural or forced.
非 Moscow。

17

圖文精緻細膩，需
A brief, but colorful
增加封頁和一頁 You did a great job helping the reader paint a
The Perfect and
內文，以符參賽作 mental picture. The illustrations in the book go
Dress
carefully-designed
品至少需 6 頁之 very nicely with the words.
book.
要求。

18

結合東西方的神 Your idea about two gods coming together was
話人物和當今的 original. However, I think it might add to the
科技創作故事，具 psychological depth of your story if you
趣味性。須注意文 elaborate on what each god was thinking, why
字呈現的先後順 they argued, and why they made up with each
序。
other again.

OH MY
GOD

A VERY creative
story. I enjoyed it a
lot, particularly
about their quarrel.

I like the symbolic
The
meanings behind the
The story was imaginative. But it would be nice
故事有創意，部分
19 Reviving of different groups of
to tighten up the plot a bit to capture the readers'
頁面稍微凌亂。
Music Planet music people. It's a
attention.
nice story.

